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Dear Members:

This issue of the Helvetia Herald has a slightly altered mast head, and an entirely
new Editor . Herb DuRussel no longer is able to devote the time necessary to edit,
print and distribute the HH on a regular basis because the duties of his present
occupation take up most of his spare time . Herb turned the editorial duties over to
me and this will be my initial attempt at "publishing" a stamp society newsletter.

Thank you Herb, for the time and effort you have put into SASS , and especially the
Helvetia Herald.

As one of my first duties, l would like to bring up the following items:

1. The "September, 1973" issue of the Herald arrived too late for many of you to
meet the deadline of October 10 for nominations for officers for 1974.
Therefore the nomination deadline has been extended to November 30, 1973.
If you feel you would like to try your hand at any of the offices (Pres-
ident, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and yes, even Editor) please
inform me by November 30 . My address is 1338 Naples Drive, Dallas,
Texas 75232.

2. I have purposely deleted the function of Sales Circuit Manager from the
slate of elective officers . Dr . Ganz did such a superb job during the
first year of its operation and he has indicated he is willing to be the
Circuit Manager for the coming year . I believe most of you will agree
on this action.

3. A ballot will be included in the December issue of the Helvetia Herald.
plan to mail that issue no later than Dec . 3 . Closing date for ballots

will be December 31, 1973 . Results will be made known in the January,
1974 issue . The same election rules as stated in Jan's letter in the
September HH apply.

4. This is a newsletter for and by members of SASS . If any of you have any
suggestions for improvements in the HH, activities in which the Society
should become interested etc., please let the President or the Editor know.
The only means we have of steering the Society activities in the direction
a majority of members want is to hear from you.

5. Any articles or tidbits of news pertaining to Swiss stamps are always
welcome by your Editor.

6. (and last point) Under the guise of expediency l have used a Xerox
process to reproduce this issue . I probably will do so for the December
issue too . However, I'm going to look into methods of printing that will
adequately illustrate stamps .

	

If you have any suggestions please write.

Robert T . Clarke
Sec . (and now Editor) SASS



A SASS WELCOME TO:

Bill May, Jr.

P .O . Box 1327

Garland, Texas 75040

Dr . Arthur Felix

214-06

	

16th . Ave.

Bayside, New York 11360

John E . Walker

611 Cotton Exchange Bldg.

New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

OBITUARY
It is with sadness that we report the

deaths of two recent members, Mr.

Harry L . Saums of Seal Beach, Calif.

and Mr . Robert L . England of Hingham

Mass . We extend our sincere

condolences to their families .
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(Editor's Note : A portion of Dr . Ganz's article in the September Helvetia Herald
was printed out of place . The order is proper on the first page down to Figure 80.
However, the overleaf side continues with a discussion of Figure 99' . Rather than
confuse the issue further let's "take it from the top" and continue here ) in order,
with the text that should follow Figure 80 .)

POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, Part

By Felix Ganz
THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

X. Bielersee (Lac de Bienne) ; Murtensee (Lac de Morat) ; Lac de Neuchâtel (Neuenburgersee); Aare
River (Northern or Northwestern Switzerland) :

Along the southern rim of the Jura mountains chains lie the three above-named and intercon-
nected lakes, and out of the last one flows the Aare river, eastwards, to join the Rhine river
eventually. From that river an oval marking is known (Fig .81) . At one time it was thought that
this marking was a cancellation of some sort, and it was featured in the old Andres and Emmen-
egger catalogue ; but it has not been found on stamps, ever, and one believes now that this mark-
ing was no more than the return address stamp of this shipping company's main office, just as
similar ovals exist from Lake Zug (Fig .82), Lake Geneva (Fig .83), and Zürich & Wallensee (Fig .84).

All four are shown here only to prevent uninformed collectors from paying
fancy prices for non-philatelic markings.

A) SPOs are unknown for all four bodies of water.
B) A few ship cachets DO exist, though. Fig .85 reproduces one such

dated mark from a ship plying the waters of the Bieler- and Murtensee,
almost exclusively found on freight letters ; and Fig .86 shows a non-legit
favor item of recent vintage which, however, somehow did pass through
the mails unchallenged . Normally any ship marks, dated or not, are

found only next to the stamps.

C) Letters posted aboard ships on these lakes are as a
rule canceled either in Neuchâtel, Biel/Bienne, Murten/Morat,
Estavayer, or La Neuveville.

D) Ship station marks are strangely absent from these lakes
even though several villages along their shores until not too long

ago depended almost entirely on the ships for their mail, freight
and passenger delivery. Any items discovered will be gladly re-
ceived for inclusion in an appendix to these instalments.
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XI. Lac Léman (Lake Geneva ; Genfersee : Switzerland and France)

A) The Compagnie Générale de Navigation du Lac deLéman (CCGN) is an interstate

corporation, with its ships calling at both French (south shore) and Swiss (north shore ; west and east
ends) ports . No ship post office marks are known.

B) No ship cachets seem to have been in use at any time on any lines;

C) At some time in the beginning of the twentieth century, ships on this lake must have

had mail boxes that were emptied at certain points and then cancelled, either at a French or a
Swiss post office ; but seemingly no distinctive marks were affixed to distinguish such ship-posted

mail from other mail dispatched from such offices, and furthermore -- at least until now-- NO

instance is known of French stamps being canceled in Swiss port offices or vice-versa.
D) At some Swiss landing stations, however, there must have been mail boxes located, mail

from which received (at the re gular town post office of the same town) that town's cds ; but as

a distinctive strike

of origin a straight-

line marking, such as

those shown in Fig.
87 and 88 was af-

fixed next to the stamp . In addition to the two OUCHY-Lac strikes (note that one of them has

the "Lac" added in manuscript!) a NYON-LAC is also reported, and a BOUVERET-LAC is said

to exist according to Mr . Liniger from the Swiss PTT Museum ; but that last strike has not been

seen to date . Since all of these ship station marks have been discovered only most recently, very

little is known in regard to their use.

Of much more recent times ship station cancellations such as the one pictured in Fig .89

are known from a number of different localities ; but these items all seem to be favor cancels.

XII. Verbano ; LagoMaggiore ; Langensee (Lake Locarno) (Italy and Switzerland)

Five sixths of this lake are in Italy, and only the top of the lake belongs to Switzerland.
It is therefore fitting that an Italian navigation company should be in charge of passenger, mail,

and freight services on this lake's steamer lines, including the Swiss ports at Locarno, Maga-

dino, etc . No legitimate Swiss postmarks seem to exist for this lake, and no items are known

to date on which Swiss postage stamps are obliterated by Italian markings . Any discoveries re-

futing what has just been said will be appreciated.

A) SPOs on this lake may have been in existence already in pre-stamp times . Mr . A . Müller

in Bern reports an LM in an oval-like frame from as early as 1809 (Fig.90) . Some question --

until further items clarify the meaning of this mark definitely -- remains, however, because

LM might also be interpreted as meaning "Lettre de Milan " . -- The remaining cancellations

shown here, though, are unquestionably SPO marks (Fig.91 - 95) . Some are small double circles,
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reading VERBANO only (possibly with a No . 1 or 2 added) . These are known from the 1850s and

occur on Sardinian stamps . Similar double circles in the 1870s showed, in addition to the pre-

vious wording whether the ship went down-lake (CORSA DISCENDENTE) or up-lake (ASCENDEN-

TE) . Then there also occur single circle strikes such as the ARONA-MAGADINO (the latter

terminus in Switzerland), one shown here . About at the same time some ships (that may not

have had fully staffed post offices on board) marked their ship mail with a two-line straight-

line mark "SERVIZIO POSTALE SUL LAGO MAGGIORE" -- similar marks being known from

other northern Italy lakes (Lake Garda and Lake Como) . The last group of cancellations from

this lake were double circles with bars, in use from about 1895 to World War One . Their le-

gends differ widely, and they may read "Natante Locarno-Arona" (or vice-versa); "Servizio

postale sul Lago Maggiore" and numbers 1 through 4 (or more) ; or simply ARONA-INTRA,

ARONA-LOCARNO and number (1,a,4) or decorative sign at bottom, or LOCARNO-ARONA and number
(2) . Other numbers and other line-denominating cancellations may exist in addition . (Note : "

natante" means "floating'.')

B) In more recent times Lago Maggiore ships are known to have possessed modified double

ring cds . (for freight papers and other day to day use), reading "Navigazi-

one Lago Maggiore", date and identifying letter . One such example appears

here as Fig. 96, struck on a recent Swiss stamp . It is a favor item, and

legitimately canceled pieces of mail with such markings do not seem to
exist .

C) and D) . No cancellations of these types are known from this lake.

XIII. Of the following lakes NO ship or ship station markings whatsoever

are known: Lago di Lugano (Lake Lugano; Italy and Switzerland) ; Aegerisee

(Ct. of Zug) ; Sarnersee (Unterwalden) ; Hallwilersee, Baldeggersee (Central
Switzerland) ; Sempachersee (Ct . Luzern) ; Greifensee (near Zürich) ; Lac de
Joux (Jura) ; Silsersee, Silvaplanersee (Engadine; Grisons) ; Lac des Brenets (Jura mountains),

even though all of these have (or at one time have had) regularly scheduled passenger and

freight service . Existence of postal items from these lakes is possible, and such items may

rest in the collection of some unsuspecting reader of this article . If they do, let me know ! !



CORINPHILA AUCTION SETS RECORDS : Here is a brief account of some astounding
prices realized at the recent Corinphila
auction .

	

It reflects the strength of the
market for good quality classic stamps.

Oct . 24, 1973
For Release upon receipt.

CORINPHILA SALE TOPS 3 MILLION, SETS ALL-TIME RECORD

Zurich----With a realization of over $3 million
the Oct . 8-13 CORINPHILA auction sale, held here, set an all-

time record for the sale of a a single offering of superb phil-
atelic classic rarities . Other sales such as the Ferrary, Hind

Caspary, Liechtenstein, Lilly and Burrus brought as much or more

in the past, but it required several months or years to

dispose of them . Besides, the CORINPHILA record sale was completely

sold ; there were no reserves and no lots left unsold because

they did not attain protected prices . Interesting, too, is the

fact that a majority of the lots far exceeded the conservative

estimate- bids listed for them in the luxury catalogue prepared

to describe and illustrate the 9,033 individual lots.

Among these were the magnificent four-rappen
Zurich of 1843 . on cover, which was estimated at 25,000 Swiss
francs, but brought 67,000 Sfr . The Spanish 5r error, in a superb

mint horizontal pair (ex Hind) brought 52,000 Sfr, or17,000 Sfr
more than the estimate . Another was the matchless strip of four

3kr Hungary, used on piece was estimated at 8,500 Sfr, whereas

it actually was sold for 22,000 Sfr.

"One of the pleasantly surprising aspects of

our 56th sale, was that more Americans than ever beforesubmitted

bids and were successful in getting the treasures against stiff
European competition . For example, the 40pf., German Offices

in China went to the United States for 26,000 Sfr, against an

estimate of 17,500," according to Jack Luder, president of
CORINPHILA,
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CORINPHILA, page 2,,

Among the other highlights of this exceptional

sale were : German Offices in China, 5/5pf, with bottom margin,

mint, at 45,000 Sfr; a superb, lightly cancelled single with

boardwalk margins, one-franc, vermillion{}, of Prance, 21,000 Sfr.

A 15c Austrian Lombardy Venezia with giant

margins, and used on cover, brought 18,000 Sfr, while a block of

four sixpence Canadians, lightly cancelled, fetched 50,000 Sfr.

A strip of three one-kreutzer Bavarians, used, brought 15,000 Sfr.

Two of Saxony's three-pfennig stamps also

brought record prices : the one went for 12,500 the other for

11,500 Sfr.
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